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Movie songs are crazily followed by the Indian Bollywood audience. Some songs have made it the
box office charts, even before their movies release. In India, which thrives on music and cricket, the
rage of Bollywood songs is nothing new. Played loudly on the speakers, in every nook and corner of
the country, these songs have become the heartthrobs of millions.

Music scenario in India has changed its face with the ingredients becoming different. It is no
surprise that a peppy love song is at the top with techno heavy metal music also near it, in terms of
popularity. With the Indian population as diverse as it can get, having a taste for different varieties of
songs, it is obvious that songs Naina re from Dangerous Ishq are getting popular along with foot
tapping explosive songs like Dhadhang Dhang from Rowdy Rathore. If the music of the sentimental
genre from the movie Vicky Donor is appealing to the masses, then they are also accepting the
highly energetic song from the movie Shanghai and Jannat 2.

Another feature that the Bollywood songs have been experiencing in recent years is that of the
combination of the singers. There was a time in the late 20th century, when melodious voice of
Kumar Sanu, the romanticism in Sonu Nigamâ€™s voice, the thrill of Kavita Krishnamoorthy, etc were
sought after. Although these singing greats have plenty of contributions in the present day music of
bollywood, but the new genre of singers is noteworthy. Rahat Fateh Ali Khan has sung more than
100 songs in the last couple of years and almost has a song or two in the top 10 list every month or
so. Mika Singh, the lad from Punjab, whose voice is being highly sought after in the present day
music scenario is getting lots of fans. These examples are to show that Indian masses have the
ability to accept changes while at the same time, can also give the due recognition to the age old
traditional music and singers. The ability to assimilate a variety of voice and genres of songs is a
commendable factor in Indian bollywood combinations.

Top songs of every week are released in variety of journals, and websites, with mentions of these
songs in the Indian newspapers also. Entertainment section is incomplete without a discussion on
bollywood songs. Reviews are regularly coming out about the music of a newly launched movie or a
movie whose music launch has been over. With the modern methods of communication and
presence of social networks, it doesnâ€™t take much of an effort to make a song or video go viral. This
is another reason why people are getting exposed to the new songs. And due to this, the popularity
of different songs is immediately possible to be assessed. Although, many songs from bollywood as
well as many other movie industries are getting exposed in the internet, the popularity of Kolaveri Di
in the beginning of 2012, brought to the fore the actual importance of the internet.

The variety of songs that are being created in bollywood makes for the best ingredients of parties
and personal collections. There is a song for everyone, in a movie these days. Movies are being
made and music is being composed in such a manner that people with different tastes will get to
listen at least one song of their liking. Due to this reason, and because of the stringent control on
piracy, people are now required to buy the music discs or players in order listen to the songs in the
proper composition. Movies of the popular genre like Rowdy Rathore, Agneepath, Bodyguard,
Jannat, etc have gained public attention because they look after these tastes of the common man.

Bollywood songs are akin to the lifeline for people. These are composed with lots of creativity and
with the intention to satisfy the tastes of everyone. Marketing patterns, communication networks,
and the efforts by the singers to create something new has become important. With the introduction
of stringent piracy rules, the bollywood industry, especially its music is now literary getting into the
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modern world of 21st century.
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